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On the 23rd of August in the 9th year of the celestial calendar (Wednesday, September 29, 2021), the 3rd 

SunHak Historic Compilation Center World History Committee video conference in 2021 was held at 10 

am and 4 pm with about 20 historians from around the world participating. It was conducted on two 

occasions. 

 

At this videoconference, held for the third time in 2021, it was time to report on the establishment of the 

World Missions Annals until September after the establishment of the world annals registration system on 

the website of the SunHak Historic Compilation Center opened in April and present examples of excellent 

activities. 

 

Cho Dong-min, director of the general operation of the SunHak Historical Compilation Center, started the 

meeting and held the meeting with a thank-you note, saying, "I am grateful that there are history members 

who are working hard for the record of the providence of Cheon Il-Guk even while they are having 

difficulties in their activities due to the corona virus." 

 

In April, the website was renewed, and a system was established where members of the world history on 

the website could easily and conveniently register and revise the annals of the world. When the annals are 

registered through the homepage, the registered annals are directly applied to the SunHak Translation DB, 

and improved to enable quick and accurate recording of the annals. 

 

We produced and provided the 'Annals Registration Tutorial Video' on how to register and use the annals 

to the world historians, and produced and provided a manual for additional use. We have supported the 

activities of the history committee members. 

 

In addition, to encourage the activities of the history committee members, we prepared a monthly report 

to check the status of monthly registered annals and the activities of history committee members in each 

district, and strive to share special activities. In addition, by identifying the districts that have resigned 

from the office of history committee members and regions where there is no contact or activity at all, the 



 

 

importance of the activities of the world history committee members is re-emphasized to the heads of 

districts around the world, and official documents and letters requesting the review and re-election of the 

history committee members in each district are issued. It also requested field support from history 

committee members. 

 

As a result of these efforts, registration of the annals of world missions started with 68 cases in April, 334 

cases in May, 497 cases in June, 855 cases in July, 1,175 cases in August, and 522 cases in September, a 

total of 2,304 cases were recorded and revised. As time goes by, the number of historians participating in 

the annals records and the number of registered annals is increasing, which is very encouraging. 

 

After the above report, there was an activity case presentation by Giorgio Gasperoni, a historian from the 

New Europe 3rd District, who was selected as a member of the history committee for outstanding 

activities. Giorgio history committee member said, "We asked the busy national leaders to select the right 

person for the historical record. For example, we contacted the Spanish national leader and set up the 

Spanish elder family Miguel Cano as the Spanish national history committee member to communicate 

and record the annals of Spain. are doing." In addition, he said, "I received a report of 253 pages from the 

Cromwell family, who edited the 2013 Genesis Day Bongjeongmun Book and the European and Middle 

East weekly newsletter, read them all, selected important content, and established an annals for each 

region." was shared. 

 

The history committee members who heard the examples were impressed by the hard work of Giorgio 

Historians who registers the annals with the know-how despite the unfortunate circumstances, and 

expressed their feelings that they should work harder in the future. 

 

After the meeting, the Continental Headquarters and each district headquarters around the world were 

asked once again for the importance of the activities of the World History Committee and for the 

management, support, and re-appointment of the History Committee members, so that the activities of the 

History Committee members would not be stopped. Together, we plan to continue to report and support 

the activities of the World History Committee to prepare for active participation. 

 


